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WORK AISLES
UNO, DUO, TRIO

Architectural storage  
solutions for a changing world.
Office Furniture Solutions
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Work Aisles Range

CSM’s Work Aisles smart storage space divider range features lockable shared storage in either  
single, double or triple units – also known as Uno, Duo, Trio.

Work Aisles are Australian designed and manufactured, which means greater flexibility, shorter lead times and sustainability.

All of CSM products including the Work Aisles Collection are available in our 20 classic colours from the CSM colour pallet and 
in 200+ powdercoat finishes from the Dulux and Jotun ranges.  Please note — unfortunately due to current world wide logistic 
and supply chain delays, colour surcharges and/or increased lead times may occur for some colours. 

CSM products are commercial-grade quality meeting the 
highest health and environmental standards. 
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Work Aisles Selection Process

Bookcase White

Pink

Red

Orange

Yellow

Available on Uno and Duo only. Specify from left to right Any colour you like!

200+ powder coat finishes,  
UV-resistant colours that won’t fade or chip.

Laminate bench top finishes. 

Select your Module Select your FinishSelect your Style*
03. 04.02.

4 Door Locker Cabinet

6 Door Locker Cabinet

Elevated Leg

Hinged Door Cabinet

Planter

Rubbish Recycle Cabinet

B

L4

Work Aisle Uno

Select your Work Aisle

One, two or three units

01.

Work Aisle Duo

Work Aisle Trio

WA1

WA2

WA3 L6

E

H

P

RR

Example = WA3+B+H+L6
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CSM products are commercial-grade quality meeting the 
highest health and environmental standards. 
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Work Aisle Uno provides an agile, multipurpose 
storage solution for modern work, learning and 
social spaces.

Robust laminate tops double as a collaborative  
bench space while providing essential storage for 
every team. The Uno offers a fusion of personal 
storage, office storage and utility storage in a variety 
of combinations.

Open, closed, locked, or touch free – you can easily 
adapt the Work Aisle modules to mix lockers, hinged 
door cabinets, bookcases, touch-free rubbish and 
recycling cabinets in a variety of sequence to meet 
the storage needs of each work zone.

Providing function and form, the units create aisles 
within a space, offering separation and privacy 
for each neighbourhood. Uno will adapt easily to 
changing floor configurations or to suit the needs of 
a growing team.

Work Aisles Uno
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Work Aisles Uno

Colour Range  Colour Range                     

 WA1+B WA1+HWA1+L4 WA1+L6 WA1+P+L4 WA1+E+H WA1+E+L4WA1+E+B WA1+E+H WA-UNO+E-L6WA1+P+L4 WA1+P+RRWA1+P+H WA1+P+B WA-UNO+P-L4

WA1+L6 WA1+RRWA-UNO+RR WA1+E+B WA1+P+HWA1+E+H WA1+E+L4WA1+E+L6 WA1+E+B  WA-UNO+E-RRWA1+P+B WA1+P+L4WA1+P+L6 WA1+P+RR  WA-UNO+P-H

WA1+B WA1+L4WA1+B WA1+H WA1+RRWA1+E+H WA1+E+HWA1+E+RR WA1+E+B WA1+E+L4WA1+P+B WA1+P+BWA1+P+RR WA1+P+L6 WA1+P+RR

WA1+L4 WA1+L6WA1+B WA1+L6 WA1+HWA1+E+H WA1+E+L6WA1+E+B WA1+E+L6 WA1+E+RRWA1+P+B WA1+P+HWA1+P+L6 WA1+P+L4 WA1+P+B
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Work Aisles Uno
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Work Aisles Duo

Configuring 2 cabinets in one low bank, Work Aisle 
Duo provides an agile, multipurpose storage solution 
for modern work, learning and social spaces.

Robust laminate tops double as a collaborative 
bench space while providing essential storage for 
every team.

The Duo offers a fusion of personal storage, 
office storage and utility storage in a variety of 
combinations.

Open, closed, locked, or touch free – you can easily 
adapt the Work Aisle modules to mix lockers, hinged 
door cabinets, bookcases, touch-free rubbish and 
recycling cabinets in a variety of sequence to meet 
the storage needs of each work zone.

Providing function and form, the units create aisles 
within a space, offering separation and privacy for 
each neighbourhood. The Duo will adapt easily to 
changing floor configurations or to suit the needs 
of a growing team.

CSM products are commercial-grade quality 
meeting the highest health and environmental 
standards. The Work Aisle Duo is Australian 
designed and manufactured which means greater 
sustainability and investment in design details and 
shorter lead times.
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CSM products are commercial-grade quality meeting the 
highest health and environmental standards. 
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Work Aisles Duo Collection

Colour Range  Colour Range                     

WA2+H+L6 WA2+H+RRWA2+B+H WA2+L4+B WA2+H+H

WA2+RR+H WA2+L4+HWA2+L6+B WA2+L4+H WA2+B+L4

WA2+H+B WA2+L6+HWA2+L4+L4 WA2+B+H WA2+L4+B

WA2+B+B WA2+L4+H WA2+L6+B WA2+RR+RR WA2+H+RR
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Work Aisles Duo
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Work Aisles Duo Elevate
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CSM products are commercial-grade quality meeting the 
highest health and environmental standards. 
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Introducing an elevated design solution to smart 
storage. Work Aisle Duo has the option of an 
elevated tube leg base providing a more elegant 
design that brings a sense of light and air into  
the space.

Configuring 2 cabinets in one low bank, Work Aisle 
Duo provides an agile, multipurpose storage solution 
for modern work, learning and social spaces.

Robust laminate tops double as a collaborative 
bench space while providing essential storage for 
every team.

The Duo offers a fusion of personal storage,  
office storage and utility storage in a variety  
of combinations.

Open, closed, locked, or touch free – you can easily 
adapt the Work Aisle modules to mix lockers, 
hinged door cabinets, bookcases, touch-free 
rubbish and recycling cabinets in a variety  
of sequence to meet the storage needs of each 
work zone.

Providing function and form, the units create aisles 
within a space, offering separation and privacy for 
each neighbourhood. The Duo will adapt easily to 
changing floor configurations or to suit the needs 
of a growing team.
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Work Aisles Duo Elevate Collection
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WA2+E+L4+H WA2+E+H+HWA2+E+L6+B WA2+E+H+L6 WA2+E+B+H

WA2+E+H+L6 WA2+E+H+L6WA2+E+L6+H WA2+E+L4+B WA2+E+L4+H

WA2+E+B+B WA2+E+H+L4WA2+E+B+H WA2+E+L4+B WA2+E+RR+H

WA2+E+B+L4 WA2+E+L6+L6 WA2+E+B+L4 WA2+E+L4+L4 WA2+E+H+H
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Work Aisles Duo Elevate
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Work Aisles Duo Planter

Adding biophilic elements to workplaces enhances 
productivity, overall team health, satisfaction and 
retention. Plants can also reduce noise and create 
extra privacy for workplace neighbourhoods. Work 
Aisle combines easily with planter boxes to bring 
lush plant life to the workplace. 

Configuring 2 cabinets in one low bank, Work Aisle 
Duo provides an agile, multipurpose storage solution 
for modern work, learning and social spaces.

The Duo offers a fusion of personal storage, office 
storage and utility storage in a variety  
of combinations.

Open, closed, locked, or touch-free – you can easily 
adapt the Work Aisle modules to mix lockers, hinged 
door cabinets, bookcases, ouch-free rubbish and 
recycling cabinets in a variety of sequences to meet 
the storage needs of each work zone.

Providing function and form, the units create aisles 
within a space, offering separation and privacy for 
each neighbourhood. The Duo will adapt easily to 
changing floor configurations or to suit the needs  
of a growing team.
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CSM products are commercial-grade quality meeting the 
highest health and environmental standards. 
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Work Aisles Duo Planter Collection

Colour Range  Colour Range                     

WA2+P+H+RR WA2+P+B+L6WA2+P+L4+L4 WA2+P+L4+H WA2+P+L6+L6

WA2+P+B+H WA2+P+B+BWA2+P+H+L6 WA2+P+H+RR WA2+P+B+L4

WA2+P+H+B WA2+P+RR+HWA2+P+H+H WA2+P+H+L6 WA2+P+L4+B

WA2+P+L6+L6 WA2+P+RR+RR WA2+P+H+L6 WA2+P+L6+B WA2+P+L6+B
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Work Aisles Duo Elevate Planter

Adding biophilic elements to workplaces enhances 
productivity, overall team health, satisfaction and 
retention. Plants can also reduce noise and create 
extra privacy for workplace neighbourhoods. Work 
Aisle combines easily with planter boxes to bring 
lush plant life to the workplace. 

Configuring 2 cabinets, Work Aisle Duo Elevate  
Planter provides an agile, multipurpose storage 
solution for modern work, learning and social spaces.

The Duo offers a fusion of personal storage, office 
storage and utility storage in a variety  
of combinations.

Open, closed, locked, or touch-free – you can easily 
adapt the Work Aisle modules to mix lockers, hinged 
door cabinets, bookcases, ouch-free rubbish and 
recycling cabinets in a variety of sequences to meet 
the storage needs of each work zone.

Providing function and form, the units create aisles 
within a space, offering separation and privacy for 
each neighbourhood. The Duo will adapt easily to 
changing floor configurations or to suit the needs  
of a growing team.
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CSM products are commercial-grade quality meeting the 
highest health and environmental standards. 
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Work Aisles Duo Elevate Planter
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Work Aisles Duo Elevate Planter

WA2+E+P+H+B WA2+E+P+H+L6WA2+E+P+L4+H WA2+E+P+RR+RR WA2+E+P+B+L6

WA2+E+P+B+B WA2+E+P+B+L4WA2+E+P+H+H WA2+E+P+H+B WA2+E+P+L4+L4

WA2+E+P+H+L4 WA2+E+P+B+HWA2+E+P+H+RR WA2+E+P+H+L6 WA2+E+P+B+B

WA2+E+P+RR+RR WA2+E+P+H+RR WA2+E+P+B+L6 WA2+E+P+H+H WA2+E+P+H+B
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Work Aisles Trio

Workplace neighbourhoods encourage more 
collaboration, increase productivity, and enable 
space efficiency that puts people first. 

The Work Aisle Trio is perfect for workplaces 
looking for an easy and flexible way to provide 
essential storage while defining different workplace 
neighbourhoods. Each Work Aisle Trio is a modular 
unit containing three customisable storage options. 
Open, closed, lockable or touch-free, this highly 
configurable range offers a varying degrees of 
flexibility to suit any need.

The Work Aisle Trio is a modern customisable 
storage system. Open, closed, locked, or touch 
free – you can easily adapt the Work Aisle modules 
to mix lockers, hinged door cabinets, bookcases, 
touch-free rubbish and recycling cabinets in a variety 
of sequence to meet the storage needs of each  
work zone.

Providing function and form, the units create aisles 
within a space, offering separation and privacy for 
each neighbourhood. The Trio will adapt easily to 
changing floor configurations or to suit the needs of 
a growing team.
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CSM products are commercial-grade quality meeting the 
highest health and environmental standards. 
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Work Aisles Trio
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Work Aisles Trio
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WA3+L4+B+L6 WA3+H+L6+RRWA3+B+H+B WA3+L4+B+L6 WA3+H+B+H

WA3+L4+B+L6 WA3+B+H+L6WA3+H+L6+B WA3+L4+H+L6 WA3+L4+B+L4

WA3+L6+H+L6 WA3+L6+B+HWA3+H+RR+B WA3+H+H+RR WA3+L4+B+L6

WA3+H+B+H WA3+B+L6+B WA3+L6+H+L6 WA3+H+L6+H WA3+B+H+RR
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